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ABSTRACT:

A thermal expansion test involving a large
annular input reprocessing tank was carried out as pan
of the CALDEX Project at the TEKO test facility in
Karisruhe. FRG. The objective of this test was to
investigate thermal expansion properties of the tank and
effects on various pressure and level measuremen;
instruments used in the determination of liquid volume.
In the thermal expansion test, a weak nitric acid
solution was heated internally to a temperature of 60°C
by means of steam injection through the sparge ring.
After heating, the annular tank took about one hour to
thermally equilibrate, and it took another hour for the
sparge ring and pulsator pipes to fill before thermal
effects could be followed. The temperature at the end
of the test, after tank and its contents had cooled
undisturbed for fifty hours, was 29.9°C. Thirteen
instrument readings were obtained during each
measurement cycle of roughly 70 seconds for a total of
over 2S00 readings per instrument. Thermal expansion
effects for the CALDEX annular tank were consistent
with that reported for cylindrical tanks. Temperature
variations effect each type of probe in a way that
depends on the properties of the probe and the
characteristics of the measurement system.

L. INTRODUCTION

In the framework of the ESARDA Working
Group for Reprocessing Input Verification, member and
observer organizations were invited to participate in the
Calibration Demonstration Exercise (CALDEX)
organized by DWK, Hannover, Germany III. Included
among the specialized tests proposed was a test to
investigate thermal expansion properties of the tank and
"he effects on various pressure and level measurement
u.-truments 121. The test was designed so that
correlated data involving the observed liquid height, the
tank weight, the dimensional expansion of the tank, and
the density and liquid height, would be used to examine
the application of temperature correction factors and

methodology. Experimental studies involving bubble-
probe manometry in cylindrical tanks have been carried
out previously 131, but experimental data for annular
tanks and acoustic and capacitance probes are lacking.

L. TANK

A schematic diagram of the CALDEX tank is
shown in Figure I. The tank is 4.2 meters high and
has a diameter i5f 2.8S meters. The annulus of the tank
has a radius of 400 mm and a capacity of 12500 liters.
The change in tank height due to the slope of the
bottom of the tank is 150 mm.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.



TEST CONDITIONS

The test solution was 0.5 molar nitric acid with
a density of 1.017 g/'cm3 at 20°C. The off-gas air-flow
rate was 9 standard liters/hour. The solution was pre-
heated intemaily by means of steam injection through
the sparge ring to about 50°C the day before the test.
Additional heating on the morning of the test raised the
temperature to 60°C. The annular tank took about one
hour to thermally equilibrate, and it took another hour
tor the sparge ring and pulsator pipes to fill before
thennal effects could be followed. The temperature at
the end of the test, after rhe tank and solution had
cooled undisturbed for -47.5 hours was 29.9°C.

i . INSTRUMENTATION

In the organization of the CALDEX project,
DWK made a deliberate effort to assure that all types of
instruments currently in use to determine tank volumes
were pan of the test apparatus. A list of the CALDEX
tank instrumentation is contained in Figure 2. To the
extent possible, instrument control and data acquisition
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Figure 2. CALDEX Measuring Instruments

were automated by means of an industrial PC computer-
controller, including the reading and setting of the mass

gas-flow meters,
ihis test were:

i)

The types of measurements made in

actual height of liquid in :ank as viewed
through the upper port window and
recorded on a strip of graph paper

ii) pneumatic pressures (height) for three
different bubbler-probe lengths

iii") liquid level based on acoustic probe data
iv) liquid level based on capacitance probe

data
v) liquid weight based on load cell data
vi) liquid density based on bubbler-probe

data
vii) temperature measurements at four

locations
viii) tank dimension changes measured at four

locations
ix) off-gas flow late and absolute humidity

Figure 3 depicts the location of liquid-level
measurement systems. Of particular importance for the
thermal expansion test was the upper viewing window
through which the height of the liquid could be
observed directly.
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FIGURE 3. LIQUID HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS

The drawing in Figure -I shows the position of
feeler gages used to make the dimensional
measurements. Not shown are the locations of the
temperature gages which were located near the bottom,
at 1500 mm. at 3000 mm (above the level of the test
solution), and in the off-gas piping.



FIGURE 4. DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENTS

L. TANK TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Thirteen instrument readings were obtained
during each measurement cycle of roughly 70 seconds
tor a total of 2810 readings per instrument. The large
quantity of data obtained during the 47.5 hours of tank
monitoring created some data-handling problems. In
addition to the automated data acquisition, dimensional
and sight window data were recorded manually.

The thermal expansion data are summarized in
Table 1. The readings have been corrected to account

TABLE 1. THERMAL EXPANSION EFFECTS

Instrument
luniui

Sight Port
imm}

Ruska
mmi

Crouzet
mm)

H&B imml

ionic
Ranger

| 'mm)

Capacitance
prone imml

Diptron
<2'cmJ)

READINGS
at 57.9°C at 29.9aC

(start) lend)

0 ; -27

2606 2610
i

Z6Z3 i 2621

:6i6 :aio

2698 ! 2632

2601 j 2627

I 1.01 ' 1.02

Differ-
ence
in

Readme!

-27

4

-12

-6

i : S

0.01

After
Correction"

Tor
Evaporation

-24

7

•9

-63

26

* The 3 mm estimate of change in liquid level due to evaporation
lolscs is based on absolute humidity, temperature, Jnd jir
flaw-rate oiT-igas readings.

for the calculated loss of liquid aue :o evaporation.
Thermal expansion effects for :?.z CALDEX mnu:ar
tank were similar :o that reported for cylindrical t-irks.
Eacn probe has its own thermal expansion coeificiem
that depends on the properties of the probe and ihe
characteristics of the measurement system.

The Ruska bubbler probe and the capacitance
probe showed an increase in liquid level readings as the
solution cooled. The sonic ranger showed the largest
change in liquid level readings.

Sight Window The liquid level, observed tnrough :he
sight window and recorded on a strip of graph
paper, decreased by 27 mm during the -17.5
hour cooling time.

Ruska The Ruska data showed a very small increase
in pressure as the tank cooled. The Ruska probe
was located at 10 mm above the bottom of the

. CALDEX tank.

Crouzet The Crouzet data showed a 12 mm decrease
in pressure level as the tank cooied. The
Crouzet probe was located 1410 mm above the
tank bottom.

H & B The Hartmann and Braun probe, at 2610 mm
above the bottom of the tank, was covered only
during the first few hours of the test, and,
therefore could not be used to estimate thermal
effect.

Sonic Ranger At 63 mm, the decrease in the sonic
ranger readings was the largest observed change
in liquid level. The sonic probe was located
2400 mm below the ceiling of the tank.

Capacitance Probe The 33 mm increase in the
capacitance probe readings was unexpected.
The capacitance probe was located 2370 mm
below the ceiling of the tank.

Diptron A Diptron pressure gage was assigned to
measure changes in the liquid density directly as
function of the distances between two probes
(probe separation of 200 mm). The 200 mm
distance corresponded to a pressure of about 21
mbar (less than 0.3 psi), and was below the
certified range of the pressure gage.

&. ESTIMATES OF LIQUID EVAPORATION

Data on the amount of liquid lost via the off-gas
system during the cooling period were esumated on the
basis changes in tank weight and off-gas flow
measurements (Table 2).

Off-Gas Data The absolute humidity. gas-How rate,
and temperature in the off-gas system were
measured and used to establish the rate of
evaporation. The calculated loss of test solution
based during-the cooling penod on off-gas data



was 9 liters which corresponded to a change of
3 mm in liquid height.

TABLE : . ESTIMATES OF LIQUID EVAPORATION

Instrument
tunitsl

ASEA Load
Cell (kg)

OfT-gas
Flow Rate

and
Temperature

READ
i t 57.9UC
(Start)

8107

Reference

at :9.9"C
lend)

789S

9 kg

Differ
ence
in

Readings

109 kg :
107 liters

9 liters

Load Cell Data The loss of test solution due to
evaporation based on ASEA. load cell system
weight data was 107.5 liters. This corresponded
to a change of 38 mm in liquid height.

The volume equation for a linear region oi a regular
tank is

V- = a - b'h: fl)

where V = volume; 1? = height; and a and b are

coefficients determined by least squares analysis.

SJ, EXPANSION OF THE LIQUID

Fundamental relationships between the mass
(M), voiume (V), density i.p), pressure tP), ana heignt
(h) are

Mi = p. • V. C-)

(3)

Z. CHANGE IS TANK DIMENSIONS

As shown in Figure 3, feeler gages were
positioned at four points to monitor the dimensional
changes in the tank.

Tank Capacity The increase, shown in Table 3, in
the capacity of the tank calculated on ths basis
of the coefficient of observed height expansion
was 11 liters.

Solution Volume The change in the volume of test
solution, which occupied 60% of the tank's
capacity, was 7 liters.

TABLE 3. CHANGES IN TANK DIMENSIONS

Substituting values of V and h in equation (1)

I GJge
| Location

units)
; Top

mml

Bottom
mml

Inner
mm}

, Outer
! 'mm)

; Calculated
change in
annului

READINGS
at 57.9°C at 29.9°C
[start) (end)

Reference 0.781

Reference ! 0.430

Reference 0.400

Reference 0.365

Based on coefficient of
height expansion

Change
in

Dimension

1.211

0.03S mm

0.115 mm

- a * b P-
(4)

Multiplying equation (4) by the density.

M. = ( a -p . ) (5)

Equation (5) sates that a change in the soiuaon
density, which changes with temperature, only effects
the intercept (location) term of the equation. In
practice, the value of the intercept is related to the
distance of the pressure measuring probe above the
bottom of the tank.

8, : THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE TANK

The thermal expansion of the vessei is
independent of the solution it contains. The terms in
the volume equation (except for the intercept term)
express the change in cross-sectional area as a function
of height. For a linear region in a regular tank, the
change in volume (V) can be expressed in terms of the
changes in the vessel's height (h), circumference ( O ,
and cross-sectional area (A) as

i . FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPALS

The volume of liquid in the tank is a function of
:he probe heel and the change in cross-sectional area.

dV = hdA «• Aah

where 3A = 2-rrSt, ar.d dr

(6)



1 2 FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR
THERMAL EXPANSION

If Lo ;s the length at 0°C and a is tne coefficient
of linear expansion. :he length at t°C is,

L( = LQ (1 - s i r ) (7)

where A : is the change in lemperarare.

Equation (7) is applicable to changes in the
length of the probes and the height of the tank.

If A, is the area at 0°C and a is the coefficient
of linear expansion, the area at t°C is.

At = AQ (1 * 2<z 1: )

where A t is the change in temperature.

(8)

Equation (8) is applied to the changes in the
volume of the tank.

3 . - Determination of Temperature Corrections for
Volume

Temperature correction factors must be
determined individually for each tank, type of probe,
and measurement system. The change in tank capacity
due to thermal expansion is a function of the thermal
properties of the :::sterial used in its fabrication. The
coefficient of thermal expansion for a common type of
stainless steel is 0.0OOO1872, which is about one
percent that of water at 40°C.

<L DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSTS

Although the results of the CALDEX thermal
expansion test are in general agreement with previous
experiments, spurious data, and small inconsistencies or
unexpected results were observed. Examples include
the increase in capacitance probe liquid height and the
difference between the off-gas estimate of evaporation
losses and that measured as change in weight by the
load ceils.

The Ruska data displayed the characteristic
increase in pressure for a probe whose tip is located
near the bottom of the rank. The Crouzet probe showed
thermal expansion effects of both the tank and the test
solution. In practice, a correction should also be made
for the change (which was not made) in the length of
this probe relative to the tank.

For bubble probes fabricated from the same
rrrtenal as the tank and terminating near the bottom of
the tank, the change due to the vertical expansion is
negligible. Since the pressure gages sense the weight
of the column of liquid which does not change with
temperature, bottom probe readings are effected only by

the expansion of the tank. For bubble probes not near
:he bottom of the tank, ±e expansion of tr.e liquid rr.uit
be taken into account as shown in equation (5).

Temperature correction algorithms for the sonic
ranger and the capacitance probe, which measure
distance from the top of the tank to rr-c '.ic'ud levei, are
more complicated since the temperature and conditions
in the vaporhead above the liquid level must also be
taken into account. The sonic probe level reading is
influenced by the expansion of the tank, the expansion
of the liquid and the temperature effects on the air in
the vaporhead of the tank. The capacitance probe
temperature effect is larger than that wmcn can be
attributed to the tank and solution combined.

Additional testing and data analysis will be
needed to formalize the sonic ranger and capacitance
probe temperature correction equations.

The Diptron pressure gage measured the
differential pressure over a distance of 200 mm, as
opposed to measuring both the probe pressures relative
to the vapor head. Although in theory very accurate
determinations of the solution density should be possible
using the Ruska and Crouzet probe readings as a back-
up estimate, the fast bubble method used in collecting
these data rendered them unusable for this purpose.

Estimates of the loss of liquid due to evaporation
were made on the basis of the ASEA load cell weight
data and absolute humidity, temperature and the off-gas
flow rate calculations. The estimate based on the
weignt data was much larger than the off-gas
calculations.

On the surface, the load cell data appeared to be
relatively error free. However, analysis of other
CALDEX test data showed that true vertical alignment
of the load on the load cells was not being maintained.
This was due to 1) the four load cell suspension
arrangement which was not self correcting, and 2) the
fact that the tank had a sloped bottom so that the tank
center of gravity shifted as it was filled creating a shear
force that effected the readings. Therefore, the
evaporation loss calculated on the basis of the off-gas
data was considered to provide a better estimate. For
future reference, a three point load cell suspension,
which is intrinsically self balancing, is recommended.

The measured change in tank height was
1.211 mm. Two methods were used to calculate
changes in the radii: 1) inner and outer wall
measurements, and 2) the coefficient of expansion based
on the observed height increase. Because of the
inconsistency of the inner and outer feeler gage data
with other measurements, the increase in the capacity of
the tank was calculated on the basis of the coefficient of
observed height increase. The calculated value was 11
liters. Determination of the calculated capacity and
volume are given in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A: CHANGES IN TANK DIMENSIONS

The formula for the
and r.., respectively

Reference height

Annulus = 400 mm
inner radius:
outer radius:

pi * h .
(r. .1 - r.=)
mnr3 f I06

i
Change in height = 1.211 mm

New height

! Measured change in annulus
| Calculated change in annuius
i New calculated radii
1
j

p . - h
i (r.,- - r.-)
i mnr' I 106

i
i

Reference capacity
Tank heated capacity

! Capacity
Solution

i Level
Volume

volume of an annular tank with height h and
, is pi * ir." - r..-) • h.

TanJs

h.

r.
r..

h.

r,
r..

caoacitv at reference conditions

=» 4200 mm

= 1040
=• 1440 ami

- 13,194.7
=. 992.000
- 13.089

Tank caoacitv at 55.9°C

=• 4201.211

0.035 mm
= 0.115 mm
= 1040.415
= 1440.300

= 13,198.5
=- 992.571
= 13.100

Change from reference

= 13.089 liters
= 13.100 liters

11 luer
» 7 liter

Comparison with Ruska dala

» 3 mm
- S liters

inner and outer radius r.

i
i

t

Published tank capacity:
=• 12.500 liters.

Calculated change is based on
coefficient of observed height
expansion: !
(1.211/4200 = O.OOO2S8)

Test solution volume was 60% of
capacity


